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June 29, 2020 

Dear Staff – 

Welcome to Phase 4 of the Restore Illinois Plan! It is great that the overall state has secured the metrics 

in infection rates, hospitalization rates and other factors associated with COVID-19. Due to the 

mitigation done to date and moving into Phase 4, the park district has been able to relax restrictions and 

begin resuming some facility operations and programming with aligned restrictions. The golf course is 

operating almost at full capacity, we have opened the fitness center this week, playgrounds were re-

opened this week and staff is planning on a five week summer camp session. Two of the three outdoor 

pools also were opened mainly for swim team, lessons, and lap swimming. Thankfully, this has allowed 

the park district to start bringing back limited levels of part-time and seasonal staff.  

This is all great news and inching closer to once again serving the community at the levels and 

opportunities we have worked so hard to be able to offer for the past 70+ years. Despite the last two 

phase progressions being only the 28 day metric factors, Phase 4 is the last phase of mitigation within 

the Restore Illinois Plan. Phase 5 will likely not occur until infection rates are close to zero or a vaccine 

and confirmed treatment. Therefore, it is very likely, and we need to be prepared for a potential multi-

month period of remaining in Phase 4. Thus, typical operations and staffing  plans for full-time workers 

will remain the same for several more months. 

The staffing plan of the red and green teams with only 50% of the typical capacity within our offices 

remains intact and is the same in Phase 4. The office guidelines and Return to Work guidance did not 

relax more from Phase 3. It is not a requirement to report to work on those designated days, as remote 

working when possible is still highly encouraged within the 50% guidelines. Therefore, with the 

exception of essential workers, please only report and do work from the office when the work to be 

done cannot be done remotely. Reporting to work just because it is your assigned day is not allowed. 

In addition to this restrictive report to work schedule, there still is a very important and comprehensive 

Return to Work Plan with various guidelines and requirements. Please know this has all been in place to 

try and keep everyone safe and well as minimize potential infection rates. Many states when reopened 

have experienced significant spikes in cases and some have even stopped or went backwards with their 

reopening plans. Thus, the risk to contract the virus is still very much a potential. Therefore, we need 

everyone as we have done so far to keep moving forward, to make themselves informed of the return to 

the office plan and agree to comply with everything within the plan.  
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Return to Work Plan is in place and all information you need is posted to the employee portal. Everyone 

returning to work must also complete the required special training on COVID-19 and sign the Return to 

Work Plan Acknowledgment Form. If you have any questions regarding the Plan or related training, 

please contact your immediate supervisor or Brian Udany our Risk Manager. 

The Park District is still providing all staff with the required personal protective equipment needed to 

comply with the policy, but staff is allowed to bring and wear their own if desired. The need for office 

and personal hygiene protocol will also be part of our plan and sanitizers and disinfectant supplies will 

also be provided in the offices.  

I appreciate the fact that this has caused many of our staff hardship, frustration and anxiety, but we 

have mitigated through this prolonged situation so far and we are inching closer to some set of 

normalcy, however your continued patience, understanding, empathy and teamwork remains 

imperative for our entire organization, the employees and the families each one of us go home to. I 

again want to acknowledge and recognize the support from the Park Board of Commissioners during this 

pandemic and suspension of operations. I also want to acknowledge and thank everyone who has 

stepped up during this difficult time to make sure we do everything we can to serve our community 

despite the very challenging times, and the creativity, commitment and teamwork that has been 

displayed every day as I am very proud to be a part of this amazing organization, supportive board and 

brilliant staff. 

Take care, be safe and healthy! 

Mike 


